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About This Game

School Fab Lab Virtual Reality (SFL VR) makes it possible for anyone to experience
a digital fabrication laboratory from anywhere, using virtual reality!

School Fab Lab Virtual Reality replicates an environment simulating a physical presence where users delve into different
stations and learn about various digital fabrication processes. Immersion in the Fabrication Laboratory enables them to interact

with machines, learning how to use them and what is possible to fabricate.

Intended to reach any student, K-12 school, or educational institution, SFL VR provides knowledge and training on digital
fabrication without requiring physical access to the machines or space.

Immersed in the Fab Lab, you interact with machines, learning how to use them and what can be created, how to fly drones and
build 3D printers.

If you want to build a Makerspace, this environment helps you to understand machine size, space required, and layout in respect
to your physical space.

The School Fab Lab Virtual Reality App allows you to:
 - 3D Print, Laser Cut, Vinyl Cut, and CNC Mill various objects out of a multitude of materials

 - Pick up objects to examine what you build to understand object physics and dynamics
 - Find pre-selected objects online to bring into the VR space
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 - Learn how to assemble and disassemble 3D printers
 - Practice flying a drone with flight simulation using first-person-view (FPV)

 - Operate Machines to understand the digital fabrication process
 - Experience additive and subtractive manufacturing

 - Learn how to navigate in a 3D space
 - Customize space layout

Mission:
Our passion is to empower youth with 21st century skills. Our mission is to improve the teaching of science, technology,

engineering, art and mathematics (STEAM) in schools, utilizing mixed reality as a toolset for educators.

More about the App
Over the last four years, we developed Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) applications to bring digital

fabrication laboratories, known as Fab Lab Makerspaces, to K-12 education. The Apps empower educators to create immersive
environments that bring digital fabrication machines into their classroom. Students learn how 3D Printers, Laser Cutters, Vinyl
Cutters and CNC Milling Machines work and experience fabricating various objects. With this new tool teachers and students
can design, configure and transform their classroom into a virtual Fab Lab Makerspace using VR, AR and situated learning.

Partners:
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More of the same for Avadon 3, which is a good thing. Excellent story, good turn-based combat. An insta-buy for me.. THE
BEST SPIRITUAL SUCCESSOR TO THE NES MEGAMAN

character differences: combat has a new feel with the boomerang its very powerful single attack adn comes back to you,
character cannot jump as high, a lot of enemies are planned for your advance so be careful moving forward

fixed many annoyances experienced in the orignal megaman 1-6 such as:
-enemies killing you without warning over death pits
-birds dropping bombs infintely for some sections
-invisible blocks are now regulated to sections you can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in see so you can figure out the pattern from
a safe location
-some enemies being only vulnerable to boss items you may or may not have yet

The creator really worked on removing the annoyances of the original series while not just outright removing them.. Crosswords
is a very good game as it stands right now. Still got a ways to go. I see several people complaining about lag and fram drop but
ive had none. Large map to roam around and with no map to view it makes it more of a task to survive. The developer Lex is
very good about responding where he is needed in the forums and excepts suggestions and complaints very well. Ths has the
making of a great game in the future for people who like survival sandbox games. So my Final review: Must have.. Stylistically
this is obviously heavily influenced by Binding of Isaac. The gameplay is actually not an Isaac clone though - It's a smash TV \/
robotron type wave shooter. There's also simply much less content than Isaac and there isn't the roguelike element to mixup
what content there is. It's not a bad game, nor a great game, just a small one.. Very boring!. Interesting game it's like a old
school platform of Kirby meets Zelda with a Mario spin, perfect to play with kids or having a reminiscents of the old school
games when you were a kid. What the actual...
. I got stuck in a corner and couldn't get out. The hands don't move either so it's a pain figuring out how to move or manipulate
things.. but apparently with the Rift you have to hold down the teleport button.. I hate teleporting in VR games.. now I have to
use to it pick things up. what?. Great game that lets you command a starship and its crew in a unique sci-fi setting, At the time
of writing the game is frequently updated with new content such as additional quests, starships, cosmetic items and new game
mechanics.

Game mechanics are fun and varied, especially if you enjoy card games as most challenges in the game are abstracted into a
card game where you draw five cards representing possible outcomes (e.g. spying on the orbit of hostile planet might result in
getting intelligence or fight with hostile military ship), and then use special traits of captain and crew to influence final outcome
of the challenge. Crew management complete with recruiting, outfitting and setting appropriate perks for your specialists once
they level up is a big part of the game.

Apart from cards which abstract away challenges such as spying or exploring alien planets the game features a fully featured
merchant simulation in which your actions influence supply and demand, so you can't use the same route forever not to mention
politics and random events that influence the prices and quantities of goods offered by different planets in the vast galaxy.
Furthermore the game has not one, but two unique combat systems - ship combat and crew combat.

While entirely turn-based, combat systems are ruthless and unforgiving, especially playing on harder difficulties with ironman
enabled. Crew combat is typically 4 vs 4 affair that is quite similar (but of course simpler) to system used in The Darkest
Dungeon. What is interesting about this game is that if you enjoy crew combat more than spaceship combat you can outfit your
ship in boarding configuration so that each ship combat turn you would (provided your ship is fast enough to catch up with your
enemy) engage in a single 4 vs 4 duel between your crew and hostiles trying to repel your boarders.

While you can clearly see I am an enthusiast, I can think of two reasons why someone may not enjoy this game:

1) Some of the unlocks (e.g. Spaceships, starting contacts) are hidden behind so called "sprint achievements" (e.g. destroy N
ships in X years of the game) that vary in difficulty. Of course the unlocks are completely optional to enjoy the game, but if you
are a completionist you might not like this particular set of achievments.

2) Quests and storylines may feel a little bit short and major story arc is the same every time but the game works pretty well as a
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sandbox, especially as vast majority of NPCs offer repetitive but fun quests that are usually character-appropriate such as
smuggling goods for smugglers or hunting pirates on behalf of military officers. Also - major story arc has multiple variants so it
can to an extent be replayed to revisit the same event from different perspectives.

All in all the game is pretty engaging as-is, and the steady stream of free updates is really commendable.
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I bought this game on sale, so I didn't spend much money on it, but I am still disappointed. I looked forward to it because of its
old-school look, a game mechanic like Zelda and for the easy achievements. However, I can't recommend this game at all and
will elaborate on the negative parts.

- The key mapping is a mess and not intuitive at all. For example: I couldn't close the options menu without closing the entire
game.
- Text from NPC: "Press [S] to interact with something. Press [F] to interact with something." Interact with what? At first
nothing happened while [Space] could be used for interactions. Later I found out that the keys let you use health and mana
potions respectively.
- No key re-mapping which is annoying when you use a QWERTZ keyboard and attack is [Z] and magic is [X] by default. Ok,
rather a minor point of annoyance but still annoying.
- Whenever I closed the game - for some stupid reason - I always went back to the starting point and had to backtrack to the area
I was in before. Turned out to be a blessing in disguise when I got enclosed in an area with a bush, had no mana left to burn it
and no way to replenish it. So leaving was impossible.
- During the hour I played it, I should have gotten at least 2-3 achievements (killing monsters and money) but I never got them
even after closing the game. I like to hunt for achievements if a game offers them and as mentioned above: That was also a
reason why I bought the game in the first place.

Overall I didn't enjoy it and can't recommend it but I might get back to the game if most of the issues are fixed.. Horrible game.
Bad graphics and bad, boring gameplay.. Update: Due to the swift fixes, I've changed my recommendation to a Yes.

Right now this game is really buggy in terms of dimensions when you need to adjust settings as the buttons would be off the
screen making it difficult to adjust your options. You can't even adjust the dimensions or make it so it's in windowed mode
either.

If you play the Tutorial (well, I don't blame you, the Janken system in this one is different) and then play Quick Game, it will
still take you to the Tutorial anyway.

There's also a bug where some or all text are not in English if you have your language settings set to English.

The gameplay is good, don't get me wrong - but you're going to have to restart the game after a single match since the Continue
button does not respond to keyboard or gamepad input. This also happens in the Pause menu - the input will become
unresponsive. Whoops! ALT+F4 time!

Once the bugs has been fixed the game is pretty good (well, it's still pretty good even with the bugs and glitches in it but they
should be fixed anyway!). For now, I wouldn't recommend this game.. Core gameplay is fun and single player is alright.

Online definitely has issues with frequent network errors and empty lobbies.

But the thing that hurts the game the most is the inability to join games online with your friends on the same team. This feature
is available on PS4 and Xbox, but not here or the Switch for some reason. Absolutely inexcusable. When they fix this and
improve online I will change my review to positive.. I bought this for $20 on sale. I bought it for a friend too. Fired up the
stream, started the game. We discovered the story is limited to males only. Online matches are apparently limited to male vs
male or female vs female. Input lag was awful. Movement was sluggish and running felt like being pushed slowly on ice. I shut
the stream down after an hour because of how bad this game is. I was so disappointed i couldn't figure out what else to do. So i
voluntarily played league of legends to hate myself further.. Hilarious and creepy. Well worth the affordable price. Aristotle
would be proud.. needs a lot of work. Game is cool if a bit repetitive. Unfortunately got stuck on 10-C after multiple attempts,
yuck.. Played this game years and years ago now. It was great when it first came out and to be fair i got my nostalgia from
replaying it a little here as well.
If you have the same feeling of nostalgia i did then this game will be worth parting with your money for - if you are looking for
a game that is older\/cheap and can still give you game value then this is also a title you should consider.
Enjoyed playing it again.
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